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PARIS (UPI) — Leaders of 22 NATO and Warsaw Pact nations signed at a summit conventional arms treaty Monday, ending a four-decade era of Cold War tension by eliminating the risk of surprise attack in Europe.

The treaty-signing launched a 54-nation summit of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, a three-day meeting ushering in a new age of East-West harmony just a year after the dramatic fall of the Berlin Wall.

The Charter of Paris for a New Europe, declaring "a new age of democracy and peace," is to be signed Wednesday at the summit's final conclusion.

"We're putting an end to the previous age," French President Francois Mitterrand said moments before the 110-page Conventional Forces in Europe pact was signed by 22 heads of state in a chandeliered conference room at the Elysee Palace.

Only a few hours later, Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev called for further arms talks on reducing short-range nuclear weapons and naval-based armaments, in addition to sharp cuts on military manpower throughout Europe.

The CFE treaty sets strict ceilings on tanks, artillery, combat vehicles and aircraft and establishes detailed rules on verification and troop monitoring to provide months of warning for a possible military offensive.

"The opportunity for a surprise attack is gone," said British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.

The leaders also signed three other documents relating to the CFE treaty, including a declaration that the 16 NATO nations and six countries of the Warsaw Pact "are no longer adversaries, will build new partnerships and extend to each other the hand of friendship."

See TREATY, Page 7

Amtrak on track to self-financing

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer

An expanding Amtrak could cover the cost of its operations by the year 2000 without federal aid.

No money was-budgeted by the president for Amtrak for the last seven consecutive years, but Congress always has funded the passenger rail system in the final budget, said Debbie Hare, spokeswoman for Amtrak.

Hare said Amtrak is moving away from depending on the government for paying its operating costs, through the company will probably always need federal support for building new cars and new stations.

Ticket Agent Nelson Miesner said he and other employees at the Carbondale Amtrak station worry every year whether the federal government will appropriate funding.

Carbondale ranks fourth in annual ridership in Illinois behind Chicago, Springfield and Champaign. Of the 62,859 annual riders in Carbondale, about 70 percent are students, Miesner said.

"Ever since I've been here it seems like everybody's holding their breath," Miesner said.

The $500 million Congress approved last September is a "positive" step for maintaining the current level of federal funding for Amtrak, Hare said.

President George Bush proposed no funding for Amtrak, but transportation legislation sponsored by Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., provides a $600 million appropriation for Amtrak operations in fiscal year 1987, said David Cart, Simon's spokesman.

Bush signed the transportation bill Nov. 5.

The administration proposed no funding because it is "figuring out a pathway to self-sufficiency" for Amtrak, said Arnie Mongini, an official for the Federal Railroad Administration.

The Reagan administration does not think Amtrak should be on its own, but Bush is not really interested in ''killing'' federal support for Amtrak, Mongini said.

To cover operating expenses, Amtrak has used a combination of increasing revenues and reducing costs, Hare said.

"Amtrak is carrying more passengers and expanding into new markets," Hare added.

"The most important thing is we are expanding," said Simon, his co-op for the transportation bill. "What we're doing is making the system enormously attractive to passengers, who are now choosing Amtrak over their own cars.

"Amtrak is on its way to being profitable," said Lawrenee Fujimoto, president of Carbondale's Amtrak office.

"As we expand, we will strengthen our passenger business, thus adding more revenue, which will strengthen the financial picture of our system," Simon said.

The Illinois Coal Use Could Save Jobs

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer

Thousands of Southern Illinois mining jobs could be saved if Illinois electric companies continue to use the state's coal, according to the United Mine Workers of America.

"Pressure from the Clean Air Act is forcing electric utilities to make tough decisions" about using high-sulfur Illinois coal, said John Mead, the director of the United Mine Workers coal research center.

Mead said the essential question the federal Clean Air Act proposes is which type of coal is cheaper for electric companies in Illinois to use.
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ILINOIS COAL USE COULD SAVE JOBS

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer

"...we're not going to be riding on this out of the country," said Jack Doane, president of the Southern Illinois Coal Operators Association, which also serves the Carbondale area, does not know how high the costs will be yet, said Harry Kuhn, co-op general manager.

"Without a doubt it will have some effect," Kuhn said. "It won't be good. One way or the other it will be costly."

John M. C., director of the coal research center, said SIU probably will not be regulated for the new acid rain standards because of its small size.

But the new boiler will have to meet very strict standards, Mead said.

"It will have to be built very clean," he said.

John Meister, director of SIUC Pollution Control, said his department makes sure the expansion will meet EPA specifications.

The new boiler units would meet all clean air standards and should allow the University to physically expand the campus (with more buildings), said Lawrence K. Pettit, SIU chancellor.

Pettit said the project has been a long standing priority. A University spokesman said the physical plant uses hot water, cold water and steam to heat and cool the buildings.

"The money for the addition comes from a $73 million appropriation made in September by the state government to be used by SIUC and SIUE."

The engineering team will need to decide if there will be any extra costs to upgrade the plant up to any new standards, Dougherty said.

University students will not pick up the bill on updating the power plant to comply with the clean air law, Schroeder said.

Donald Wilson, vice chancellor for financial affairs, said all costs for modernizing the plant will be paid for by state funds.

"There is no student money involved," Wilson said. "It will all come from the state."

Steam plant addition uncertain under act

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer
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**Barry Bonds wins NL MVP award**

**NEW YORK (UPI) —** Barry Bonds of the Pittsburgh Pirates was voted the National League Most Valuable Player Monday in balloting by the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Three years ago, Bonds was the runner-up to NL MVP Barry Bonds of the Montreal Expos. Monday, Bonds was the unanimous choice.

Bonds, who led the league in home runs, batting average, on-base percentage and slugging percentage, received all 28 first-place votes.

**New York Giants see streak break as challenge**

**EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (UPI) —** The New York Giants say their 10-0 record brings an extra challenge rather than more pressure.

The Giants and San Francisco are battling to become the second team in NFL history to finish a season unbeaten. The Giants believe a victory Sunday would give them an extra measure of confidence.

**Barry Bonds wins NL MVP award**

Two writers from each National League city were asked to name 10 players on their ballots. The system shuts out any player who is 25 percent or higher for first, 20 percent for second, 15 percent for third.

The American League MVP will be announced Tuesday. Rickey Henderson of the Oakland Athletics is the leading candidate.

Bonds, son of former major league Bobbie Bonds, is a winner in his fifth major league season. His father never won an MVP in 14 years.

Pirates Manager Jim Leyland was named NL Manager of the Year by Pittsburgh pitcher Doug Drabek, who won the NL Cy Young in voting by the BBWA. Like Bonds, Drabek also received 23 first-place votes and a second in his election.

The three, along with Bonilla, joined the Pirates to the team's first division title since 1979. Pittsburgh beat out Baltimore's 1970 World Series teams in the NL East, but lost to Cincinnati in the playoffs in six games. MVP ballots are cast before the playoffs begin.

Bonds, 26, batted 301 with 33 home runs, 114 RBIs and 22 stolen bases. The left-handed hitting outfielder also led the league with a 565 slugging percentage.

Bonilla, a switch hitter who batted in front of Bonds, hit .280 with 32 home runs and 120 RBIs. Strawbery, who two weeks ago signed a five-year contract worth $20.5 million with the Dodgers, belted 37 home runs with 108 RBIs, while batting .277.

Washington's (UPI) — The Washington Senators defense and Dexter Manley was approved Monday for reinstatement to the NFL. one year after he was suspended for a third violation of the league's substance abuse policy.

The Redskins immediately annoucned they had placed Manley on waivers, meaning he is eligible to sign with any team, saying in a statement: "We wish him well."

The reinstatement takes effect Tuesday, the league said in a statement from its New York offices but he will not be eligible to play again until Dec. 9.

Manley, 32, was suspended Nov. 18, 1989, after testing positive for cocaine use. The season in question was suspended for life but was eligible to apply for reinstatement after one year.

"I would like to thank Commissioner Paul Tagliabue for approving my petition for reinstatement," Manley said in a statement released through his attorney, Bob Woolf. "I am most grateful to the commissioner for the faith, trust, and confidence he hasn't placed in me."

"I will make every effort never to violate that trust," Tagliabue met with Manley Friday in his New York office to discuss Manley's rehabilitation from cocaine and alcohol addiction. Manley has been enrolled in a substance abuse program in Houston and says he has been drug-free for more than a year.

Woolf, in a telephone interview, said he believed the delay in Manley's potential return to regular-season play in the NFL was to give his client and the league "time to work out an after-care program that we can all agree on."

"He's so very happy to be back in football," said Woolf, who spoke with Manley soon after the ruling was issued.

Manley was at a massage parlour.

**Serious swimming can be a hairy situation**

By Jeff Bobb

Swimming is a welcome change of scenery for many athletes. The pool is like a huge swim suit grow during training.

"It has been a little strange the time, but after Australia won a majority of the swimming medals it became an excepted practice for male swimmers.

"The main reason we shave is psychological," SIU assistant swimming coach Rick Walker said.

"Physically there is not enough hair on the body to make a big difference as speed, but when your nerve endings are more sensitized it gives you a sense of more control."

The first woman to practice shaving was Lynn Watson of the 1970 United States Olympic team. Watson allowed her body hair to grow a year and a half before shaving for the Winter Olympics. Since then, women shaving has been gradually excepted as part of the sport.

By Julie Autor

Staff Writer

The Saluki men's basketball team continues its exhibition season tonight against the Latin American Republic national team, one of four games in Latin America. The team will then travel to the United States.

The Latin American, the Urn of Soviet Socialist Republics', could be a little weary before it reaches SIUC, the last game on its tour. One player from the squad is down with the flu and the right to 10-hour bus ride could hinder the team.

"They've toured the country the last three weeks," SIUC head coach Rich Herrin said. "It's very exhausting for the young men and it gives us an opportunity to get ready for another ballgame."

Herrin said the Latin American team can't depend on the ball so the Saluki defense needs to be in perfect working order.

Still they must play an up-tempo ballgame," Herrin said. "I think our defense has got to be more consistent. We played a good ballgame (against Athletes in Action Friday) and we're looking for another exciting game."

The Salukis beat Athletes in Action 101-97 in their first preseason game.

Herrin said the starting lineup will most likely consist of seniors Sterling Mahan and Rick Shipley, juniors Kelvan Lawrence and sophomores Ashraf Amaya and Tyrone White.

"Starting is never too important to me," Herrin said. "Right now we've got a good nucleus and we're going to go with that."

The Latin American team has lost to Big 10 teams Ohio State, Michigan and Big 8 team Iowa State. The team played Michigan State Monday night before coming to SIUC.

Senior guard Sterling Mahan said the team has been working on defense and the transition of the fast break.

"We'll be playing to win," Mahan said. "Every time we go out there we try to win. I just hope we go out there and play more consistent defense."

Mahan said going 2-0 in preseason play would lead the selection in the right direction for the rest of the season.

"We hope we can make a good start for our regular season," Mahan said. "We hope that everybody is ready to play the real thing."

The Salukis regular season starts Saturday against Western Kentucky at 7:35 p.m. in the Arena.
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MOSCR0W (UPI) — Boris Yeltsin called Monday for a referendum in his vast Russian republic on Mikhail Gorbachev’s performance as president. Yeltsin, the effective president of the Russian Federation as head of Parliament to the largest of the 15 Soviet republics, said his region was ready to hold such a referendum if he gave no specific

Speaking in Kiev, where he and Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk signed a cooperation treaty as “sovereign states” Monday, Yeltsin said the referendum would also ask Russians whether they have confidence in the central government.

Kohl faces tax debate before big elections

BONN, Germany (UPI) — Barely two weeks before national elections, Chancellor Helmut Kohl faces a tricky debate reminiscent of President Bush’s “no new taxes” pledge, but an end to Kohl denied Monday the government is split over the issue. Conservative ar- row came when Kohl said over the weekend that new levies may have to be imposed —after voting for increases, he would not increase taxes to fund the costly unification of East and West Germany. “We maintain no tax increase for German unity,” Premier Kohl Replied. But Kohl did say Monday that Kohl had removed Sunday for the first time having to do nothing with the costs of unification.

Prime minister faces vote of no-confidence

PARIS UPI — Political observers predicted that Prime Minister Michel Rocard will narrowly survive a no-confidence vote Monday in the National Assembly with a handful of independents determining his fate. Debate began Monday afternoon and the votes were expected to be counted by 6 p.m. EST. A no-confidence vote would require President Francois Mitterrand to appoint a new prime minister and to submit a new government, which would be a major embarrassment for France amid the 34-nation Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe that opened Monday in Paris.

Black-faction violence kills many in camp

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UPI) — Violence erupted overnight in the troubled eastern squatter camp of Zolobekizwe in an apparent surge of black-faction fighting, and police said Monday at least 19 people had been shot or hacked to death. Injuries put the death toll at nearly 30. Policemen drove through the squatter camp Monday morning, picking up bodies along a railway line and loading them into an open truck as supporters of the Inkatha Zulu movement manned a roadblock at the camp where clashes with supporters of the African National Congress flared one week ago.

PAC: Government denies indemnity to 14

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UPI) — The radical anti-apartheid Pan Africanist Congress and Monday the government refused to grant indemnity to 14 PAC senior exiles despite an invitation from President Frederik de Klerk to preliminary talks on ending apartheid. Benny Alexander, PAC general secretary, sold a news conference, the refusal by the Justice Ministry raised doubts over the government’s sincerity in giving the exclusively black movement a voice in negotiations on a post-apartheid constitution. “The refusal, Alexander added, “exposes the lie that political organizations are totally unbanned and free to conduct their affairs normally.”

Corrections/Clariﬁcations

Rob Sincsano, freshman swimmer, won both the one and three-meter diving events at the Southwest Missouri meet, Senior Chris Gally won the 200-meter breaststroke and the 100-meter backstroke. This information occurred in Monday’s issue of the Daily Egyptian.

Accuracy Desk

The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk. If readers spot an error, they can call 336-3311, extension 233 or 229.
Local residents encouraged to handle own leaf disposal

By Karen Radius
Staff Writer

Carbonsdale residents can help reduce the amount of refuse in landfills by taking care of the leaves in their yards. Because of the new Landscape Waste Law, put into effect July 1, the city can no longer collect yard clippings, tree limbs and leaves as part of the regular refuse collection program, according to a city report.

The new law prohibits the disposal of these materials in landfills because they take up too much space, said Wayne Wheeler, superintendent of streets and sanitation.

Instead, the city will collect and dispose leaves in state-certified facilities. The nearest composting facility is between Carterville and RI-148.

These amendments from the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency have led to additional expenses, Wheeler said. "Carbonsdale residents can pick up their leaves in two manners," he said.

"They can "bag and bundle" or have the city vacuum the leaves," he said.

Residents who want to comply with the program must bag the leaves with clear plastic bags and place landscape waste collection stickers that cost 60 cents each, according to a city report.

Both can be purchased at area grocery stores and K-Mart. These bags are collected when the regular refuse is picked up.

The city report also said residents can rake the leaves in the curbside for removal of the Public Works vacuum truck which costs $5.50 per collection.

"When we want to encourage people to rake leaves, grass and clippings in their yards, and build their own composting sites," said Wheeler.

Wheeler said he wants to discourage people from creating additional landscape waste.

"It's all to save space," he said. People can easily build composting sites with railroad ties or wire fencing, he said.
Affirmative Action
more than quotas

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GETS a bad rap as a program that is just concerned with quotas.

But even the University Affirmative Action Officer, Carmen Suarez, says many people don’t understand the intent of the program. Many think the sole purpose is mandating the hiring of minorities, especially African Americans, an assumption that is false.

Affirmative action seeks to assure equal access to employment opportunities, not a negative program that caters to Federal space.

Affirmative action requires additional efforts to recruit, employ and promote qualified persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age or handicap.

THE RECRUITING METHODS attempt to reach women, minorities and the handicapped by advertising open positions with media, professional associations and institutions, all good ways to make sure these people are informed about job openings.

Affirmative action benefits the selection and hiring process. These must be based on occupational qualifications, not traditional perceptions of “men’s work” or “women’s work.”

WE NEED FOCUS ON the purpose of affirmative action. One awareness project is planned for the display case in the Student Center in February including information about the program.

Many argue that the Affirmative Action program can be seen as a positive program that advocates equal opportunity rather than a negative one merely concerned with meeting quotas.

Opinions
from Elsewhere

Trustee elections impartial

Daily Illini
University of Illinois

Some people, ever mindful of progress, can’t recognize a process when it works as well as can be expected.

After the election, the process of electing members of the University Board of Trustees came under fire. The board is the governing body of the University’s Urbana and Chicago campuses.

Critics of the election process claim that voters do not really know who they are voting for.

Perhaps it’s true. But the claim that the Board election is perfect for determining political trends, because they believe the most important factors in the process are party or gender lines in place of information about the candidates.

Arguably, any system that allows political analysts to base trends on unqualified voters’ opinion could stand some improvement.

Various options are available if the system were to be reformed. First, since the University is located in Champaign County, the election of trustees could be restricted to voters from Champaign County.

However, this would prevent voters from other counties who are interested in the BTO from voting, as well as giving an extra advantage to trustees candidates whose support base is in the Champaign County.

Limiting the vote would also result in University alumni from all over the area to whom the alumni matter is concerned.

Then there is the option of giving the governor, out of Illinois the power to appoint trustees. But this opens up endless opportunities to abuse the power of appointment, granting the governor the opportunity to reward politically motivated candidates with a juicy seat on the U of I Board of Trustees.

The best option is to leave the BTO election process alone. The system is imperfect, but it is the best system from which to elect officials.

—All Illinois voters get the chance to vote for board members, ensuring that none of the candidates’ support bases are restricted from the election.

The dangers of appointment abuses are circumvented. The low-profile election also cuts down the amount of money candidates must spend to get elected.

You can’t improve a system that is the best it can be, under current circumstances. In fact, anyone could stand improvement, it is the voters who walk into the election booths and don’t recognize BTO candidates as anything more than names.

The newspaper is getting fun to read these days. One man wonders whether Stephan Ackison should fulfill the contract she signed when she joined the armed service.

He said that in America when a person signs a contract they are legally bound to it.

“I’m glad to hear it; does this mean the Federal Government is going to fulfill the more than 2,000 contracts that they have broken with the native Americans?”

The armed services are famous for breaking contracts and not giving people who enlisted for specific training the training that they contracted for. Will these contracts suddenly be honored?

Another entertaining notion is that Stephan Ackison should not have entered the Service if she was opposed to war.

In fact she didn’t, but rather she changed her mind as people in a free country are supposed to be able to do.

The main point that all of you warmongers are missing is the economic devastation that a war in the Middle East will bring.

It is estimated that gas prices will triple on the first day of the war.

A week or so later, when Saddam sinks a ship or two in the Suez Canal and bombs a few oil pipelines the gas prices may start rising every week or so.

The increased price of fuel will hit the electricity prices and the cost of all manufactured goods. This will all be on top of the recession that the Republicans caused with their S&L scandal.

Your taxes will also go up with the increase of fuel because the government will use a lot of fuel hauling the bodies of our dead sons and brothers back from the Middle East.

There will be many body bags, crippled service men, and yes, dead civilians when it starts.

Put that in your cannon and smoke it, that is if you can spare the time from smoking off American teenagers as cannon fodder to oil companies can get rich—Scott Stromberg, graduate student, and veteran.
Forest fragmentation responsible for songbird demise

Letter to the Editor:

There have been many arguments pro and con about wilderness designation in the Shawnee Forest. I would like to discuss here one aspect of the issue that has not been heavily discussed yet. It is a problem documented by scientific data.

I believe that the establishment of wilderness in the Shawnees will have a bad effect with respect to forest fragmentation and the decline of North American songbirds.

Forest fragmentation alone has caused a dramatic decrease in songbirds across the country and in the Shawnees. This fact is proclaimed by the Americans Academy of Scientists.

The Deforestation of South and Central America further complicates this problem.

Many species that breed in the Shawnees spend their winters in southern countries in order to find their regular habitats destroyed.

Because these neotropical migrant songbirds breed in North America there is destruction of one area in South America where the birds winter.

In North America, there are about 120 neotropical species involved in this decline including cardinals, wood thrushes, flycatchers and tanagers.

I believe that some areas of North America for example, red-eyed vireos are down by 60 percent and oven bird is down by as much as 90 percent.

According to the Peterson's Guide to North American Birds, Southern Illinois is well within the breeding range of the ovenbird, but I challenge anyone to find one here. Biologists believe these declines are due to a process called forest fragmentation.

What there is less of today is deep unfragmented forests. One of the main effects this fragmentation has upon nesting songbirds is to foster nest predation.

One effect of forest fragmentation that is well documented in the midwest is the increase in brood parasitism or more specifically, cowbird parasitism.

Only in light of recent data has it become clear how severe this problem is here.

The cowbird does not make a nest. Instead it lays its eggs in the nests of many of these neotropical migrant species.

The host bird then raises the cowbird chick along with its own.

The cowbird chicks are larger and more aggressive than the host chicks.

The result is that the hosts chicks may starve and never fledge. The cowbirds survive to fledge and the whole process begins again next year.

The cowbirds never have to build nests and feed young. Cowbirds parasitize many nests a year.

On the other hand, most neotropical migrants only lay one clutch per year and a low incidence of parasitism may destroy an entire years reproductive effort.

Cowbirds originally were a bird of the great plains. As forest fragmentation spread across the country cowbirds could be found foraging where ever a new opening was made.

Cowbirds stay near open areas where they feed. Most brood parasitism by cowbirds occurs within 100 meters of an open area. The cowbird wants to be near foraging areas.

Every time a new edge is formed or where fragmentation occurs, the forest around the edge will be an area where brood parasitism occurs.

In some parts of the Shawnees, more than 50 percent of all nests have been parasitized by cowbirds.

Some individual species have higher rates. Nearly 100 percent of wood thrushes are being parasitized.

As a result, the wood thrush is absent from areas that it was once common 10 or 20 years ago. Other species with high rates are hood warblers, Louisiana water thrush, red-eyed vireo, and scarlet and summer tanagers.

The U.S. Forest Service has recognized this problem and as a result has established Forest Interior Management Units.

These F.I.M.U's provide for timber harvest in such a manner as to minimize forest fragmentation.

These large deep areas of forest are harvested in a way likened to cutting a piece of pie.

Only one piece of pie is cut at a time. Future harvests will include the next piece in a sequential manner. The result is less fragmentation.

If forest fragmentation contributes to the decline of songbirds, then forest management techniques that decrease fragmentation may help alleviate the problem.

The proposed wilderness areas will be managed in such a manner as to decrease forest fragmentation.

No impact on the timber harvests will occur. Areas presently fragmented will be allowed to succeed.

Pressure on breeding songbird populations should decline as the foraging areas for cowbirds disappear.

Loss of Songbirds in the Shawnees is an aesthetic loss for all of us. There are also ecological consequences.

Songbirds consume huge amounts of insect pests and weed seeds.

There will always be an abundance of habitat for edge species in Illinois, but in comparison forest interior species have no where to go.

Unwise efforts to decrease fragment are continued species that will be become extinct and species that are common will become rare.

I do not suppose that the Shawnee should be managed with just songbirds in mind. But in light of all the other benefits for people and wildlife this is just one more reason to make wilderness a reality—Dan Miller, Murphysboro.
Melbourne, Montreal, Seattle among ‘most livable’ cities

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Melbourne, Australia, along with Montreal and Seattle, Wash., are the world’s liveliest cities, according to a study released Monday.

Those three areas are closely followed by Klagenfurt and Eisen- Donnert-Dubnitz, Germany.

The study, “Cities: Life in the World’s 100 Largest Metropolitan Areas,” by the Population Crisis Committee, found that the five largest metropolitan areas are Tokyo, Mexico City, New York, Paris and London.

The committee ranked 100 metropolitan areas in 45 nations and used 10 indicators to come up with its score — murder rate, food cost, living space, access to utilities, communications, education, infant mortality, air quality, noise pollution and traffic congestion.

“More than half the world’s 100 largest cities are faced with astronomical population growth and, for many, their ability to cope may be overwhelmed,” said Dr. Sharon Camp, senior vice president of the committee.

“It is nearly impossible to these sprawling metropolitan areas — and the localities located in the world’s poorer countries — to keep pace with the need for transportation, sanitation, schools, hospitals, and homes, as long as their populations double every 13 to 20 years,” she added.

According to the committee, statistics demonstrate that for the 24 countries and regions, overall population growth will have a significant and positive impact on the quality of urban future urban life.

The study notes that rapid growth and poverty has become the dominant demographic trend in the last 20th century, after population growth. And the fact cities, developing or Third World nations are growing at the world’s poorest countries is already overwhelming, said — and for many, trying to develop new businesses, services or power centers.

The training program is held at the center, located in the new Southside Small Business Incubator, which opened this past summer.

The program is also offered at Southeastern Illinois College in Harrisburg. Twice a week the center is located in Carbondale.

There is no charge to the participant and all Small Business programs, which are funded through the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.

Anyone with a new idea for a personal business can apply for admission into the Small Employment Training Program, the competition is stiff, but not impossible. Last year there were more than 300 applicants for the 30 slots available at the Carbondale location.

Introductory meetings are being held through Nov. 30 at locations in the Carbondale area.

For times and locations of the Small Business classes, contact 536-2424.

SLUC offers program for local entrepreneurs

By Sherril L. Wilcox
Staff Writer

For people who are thinking of opening a small business, but are just getting started, SLUC’s Small Employment Training Program may offer the help they are looking for.

“Over 50% of the 109 people who have attended the program have opened new businesses and created jobs for others,” said Judy D. Frances, Small Business specialist and coordinator of the program.

The program lasts eight to twelve weeks and offers a series of seminars in a classroom structure that helps the beginning entrepreneur in preparing business plans, writing the loans, the marketing, and the site, said Cindy Thompson of the Small Business Development Center.

According to Thompson, once people complete the program they become clients of the center, and can continue to come in for help.

“The program is intended to help people in the Southern Illinois area who are trying to develop new businesses, services or products,” said Thompson.

Anyone with a new idea for a personal business can apply for admission into the Small Employment Training Program, but the competition is stiff, but not impossible. Last year there were more than 300 applicants for the 30 slots available at the Carbondale location.

Introductory meetings are being held through Nov. 30 at locations in the Carbondale area.

For times and locations of the Small Business classes, contact 536-2424.
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Iraq says it will send more troops

United Press International
CAIRO, Egypt (UPI) — Iraq said Monday it would send more than 250,000 additional troops to Kuwait in anticipation of a possible attack from the U.S.-led multinational forces in Operation Desert Gulf.

The official Iraqi news agency INA reported the decision was made during a meeting of the general co-speaker of the Iraqi Consultative Assembly, Saadoun Hussein.

"During the meeting it was decided to mass immediately an additional seven divisions (of about 150,000 men each) and call in more than 150,000 reserves," INA quoted Hussein as saying.

"Therefore we are adding to our strength in Kuwait more than quarter of a million fighters to keep our superiority, which is unquestionable," according to a U.S. defense official.

The new Iraqi troops already in the occupied emirate, whichIraq invaded Aug. 2, Iraq's estimates indicate the presence of 500,000 Iraqi troops in their reserves.

The United States has deployed over 230,000 troops to Saudi Arabia and plans to deploy another 100,000 in the coming weeks.

COAL, from Page 1

Coal is running high in the U.S. with coal prices expected to rise by the end of the year. The U.S. Department of Energy predicts that coal prices will rise by 20% by the end of this year.

AMTRAK, from Page 1

AMTRAK, an American railroad passenger service, is facing financial difficulties. The railroad company has been struggling to meet its financial obligations and has been unable to increase ticket prices to cover its expenses.

TREATY, from Page 1

The historic CSCE summit is being compared to the legendary Congress of Vienna in 1815, where some of the world's most powerful nations gathered to establish a new order in Europe following Napoleon's defeat.

UTILITY, from Page 1

The Clean Air Act, CIP Act might be allowed to have higher emissions at another plant for a sort of balance, he said.

Egyptian co-op purchases power from the Lake of Egypt, where a country's unification was blessed by the other heads of state.
DeConcini makes angry appeal to ethics panel

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen. Dennis DeConcini, the last of the so-called Keating Five senators to address the Senate Ethics Committee by telephone Monday morning, was cleared of influence-peddling accusations that were connected by "lies and allegations and headdemonization." 

In an impassioned, two-hour personal defense, DeConcini, who has been indicted savings and loan owner Charles Keating Jr. were legitimate constituent service involving an important home state businessman. The six-member committee is examining whether DeConcini and four other senators — Alan Cranston, D-Calif., John Glenn, D-Ohio, John Chafee, R-Ariz., Robert Dole, R-Mich., — improperly pressured bank regulators and a bank so-called "feathering" that DeConcini donated $13 million to the 1984 Senate race, they have an equal number of senators among the most visible and a favorite causes. 

Special counsel Robert Bennett informed the committee that DeConcini as "by far the most active on Mr. Keating's behalf" of the five accused senators, hinting that political contributions bought their influence. DeConcini, addressing the six members of the committee that has not involved charges against the senators, forcefully demanded exoneration. 

"You'll be criticized for an in- house deal, the good-boys club," he told the panel. "I understand how difficult it is (But) to do other than to dismiss the charges against me is unjust." 

"I broke no rule, I broke no standard. I committed no improper or immoral act," he said. 

Pointing at Bennett and raising his voice, DeConcini added," I resent that man... trying this senator to hearings by the bank holders and the elderly (who lost monies when Keating's Lincoln Savings and Loan failed in 1989)." 

Before Bennett called the first witness, in the trial-like hearing last in the afternoon, he responded to DeConcini's defense with one that he wanted to make the other another "trophy on the wall." Bennett said DeConcini was trying to shift attention away from the conduct that led to the hearings. 

"When you don't like the message here on Capitol Hill, you burn the messages," he said.

National Institute of Health wants AIDS research limit

BETHESDA, Md., (UPI) — The National Institutes of Health should decrease its annual appropriation by 10 percent of its overall budget to AIDS, the head of the government's AIDS research effort said Monday.

Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the NIH's Office of AIDS Research, said the NIH currently spends 28 percent of its annual budget on AIDS and should not spend substantially more.

"I'd be very concerned to have the NIH budget go above 10 percent" of the NIH total, Fauci told UPI. 

"You could have an encroachment on other programs" like cutting heart disease or cancer, he said.

In fiscal 1988, the government spent $808 million for AIDS research, treatment and prevention and about 34,000 Americans died of acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

In contrast, about $1.45 billion was devoted to cancer, which killed about 500,000 Americans, and about $1 billion on heart disease, which killed about 75,000 Americans.

Although other ailments may claim more lives than AIDS, Fauci said he thinks the seriousness of the deadly disease justifies current spending levels. "The AIDS epidemic is a moving target and it is still out of control," he said.

However, Fauci told the AIDS Program Advisory Committee that he anticipates a "plateau of the AIDS epidemic" in federal research funds.

In fiscal 1991, for the first time sinceFauci took office, the NIH allotted $808 million for AIDS research, treatment and prevention, of which the one-third would be spent for AIDS treatments, about one-sixth for AIDS vaccine research, about one-third for AIDS-causing human immunodeficiency virus and about one-sixth for other research.

Unlike many other federal agencies, the NIH fared fairly well in the fiscal 1991 budget, receiving an increase of about 10 percent overall.

If the public feels more money should be spent on AIDS research, Fauci suggested the nation expand its AIDS research funds, rather than cutting AIDS a larger share of the federal budget at the expense of other diseases.

Doctors criticize ban on European pill, claim AIDS, breast cancer studies suffer medical complaints

WYDEN (UPI) — Oregon Sen. Ron Wyden charged Monday that the move was spurred by pressure from anti-abortionists and "sent a message to the world" that could discourage Roussel-Uclaf from making the drug available, even for testing for non-abortion uses.

Before FDA officials addressed Wyden's Subcommittee on Regulation, Business Opportunities and Energy, researchers testified the drug has shown promise for a wide range of diseases, including breast cancer, Cushings's disease, controlling obesity and even possibly treating AIDS and limiting aging.

If RU 486 was not effective for inducing abortion, it would be "a major medical breakthrough" and Dr. William Regelson, a professor at New York Medical College in Richmond

WYDEN (UPI) — Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., charged Monday that the move was spurred by pressure from anti-abortionists and "sent a message to the world" that could discourage Roussel-Uclaf from making the drug available, even for testing for non-abortion uses.

Before FDA officials addressed Wyden's Subcommittee on Regulation, Business Opportunities and Energy, researchers testified the drug has shown promise for a wide range of diseases, including breast cancer, Cushings's disease, controlling obesity and even possibly treating AIDS and limiting aging.

If RU 486 was not effective for inducing abortion, it would be "a major medical breakthrough" and Dr. William Regelson, a professor at New York Medical College in Richmond.

Ron Wyden, a 33-year-old recovering alcoholic, is registered with the White House as an impartial fact-finder lawyer working on behalf of a committee, and had become a criminal prosecutor.

Homless still found in America

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Ron, a 33-year-old recovering alcoholic, is registered with the White House as an impartial fact-finder lawyer working on behalf of a committee, and had become a criminal prosecutor.
On the soldiers marching and money behind. Hana said it in getting rid of the corrupt Hussein would do something like Kuwait since Nov. 13, making a 45 minute family complete SUIC exchange between Illinois and Carbondale was pretty easy for her and her never return.
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Parliament on Thursday's secret vote for party leaders of opposing Labor Party policies.

Both camps expressed opinion Monday. Thatcher believed to have about 200 votes, while Labour's supporters say he has between 130 and 140. The critical sound is coming of those remaining undecided or uncompromised. The dilemma for both party leaders is whether to go with the woman who has won them three elections but who is deeply unpopular in opinion polls due to high interest rates, inflation and the much-hated poll tax, or to go with a man the polls say would better help them to win a fourth term when the next general election is held in 1991 or 1992. Thatcher said in an interview in Monday's The Times of London, "There is a fundamental difficulty, on economics (between herself and Helensine), and there's no point trying to hide it." She accused Helensine, her former defense minister, of "opposition, intervention, corporatism — everything that's pulled as down."

The prime minister was referring to Labor's traditional stance of government intervention in the economy, which Helensine is said to favor in a limited way, and a "big government" role in society, which Helensine has repeatedly denied.

Kuwait resident escapes, reports of situation at home

By Brandi Ffppes
Staff Writer

A Kuwait resident now living in Carbondale with her husband Adel, wake up Aug. 2 and find Iraqi soldiers marching through the streets of Kuwait.

In the bag was the Iraqi TV said that there was a revolution in Kuwait and they came to assist us in getting rid of the corrupt government. They said they would withdraw within three days, she said, Adel, a graduate student in business administration from Kuwait University in Kuwait was living in October to bring her back to the United States.

Hana said she never thought that Hussein would do something like this.

At first people were scared to leave their homes and the rumors were spreading mainly in the Kuwati army, Hana said, adding later citizens of Kuwait began to resist and tried killing the soldiers at night.

"If an Iraqi soldier is found dead, other soldiers will come and burn down the family home area where the soldier was found," she said.

Hana said the resistance was fierce in the beginning but there isn't much resistance now because they have nowhere to stay alive.

"My cousin was arrested for six days when the government of the Emir of Kuwait and the Crown Prince. She was taken to Basra in Iraq but she was not allowed to leave until she spit upon the picture, burned the Kuwaiti flag and signed an agreement saying she would never have those articles in her possession again," Hana said.

Adel, said he received a phone call from his cousin in Egypt who told him all Kuwaiti citizens had to change their license plates and passports to Iraqi plates and passports Oct. 1.

"Anyone not complying to this will be said that any of the young men over age 18 in their families would be taken to serve in the Turkish Airmen, who were boarder in the Iraqi army, Adel said.

Hana's brother lived in a Kuwaiti doctor that he had been executed because the Iraqi regime didn't believe he was doing his best to help the Iraqi soldiers when they were wounded or ill, she said.

The situation there is worsening everyday, Hana said, adding that other soldiers will come to Kuwait and we are waiting for them to leave and never return.

Japanese TV crew tours as films

By Natalie Boehme
Staff Writer

A Japanese television crew from NHK Television Network got the complete SUIC tour Monday while gathering information and footage for a documentary.

The crew has been in Illinois since Nov. 13, making a 45 minute documentary which will cover the earthquake and the educational exchange between Illinois and in Nagoya, Illinois culture and SUIC.

The crew began their week-long tour Tuesday to Chicago, Springfield and Carbondale in the past week completing footage for the documentary.

Our viewers are very interested in SUIC and Illinois," reporter Masanori Orihara said.

Beverly Walker, assistant director of the coordinated office, said SUIC was being highlighted because SUIC's Nalagai was the candidate that began interaction between Illinois and Japan.

The crew, composed of program director Toru Takehishi, reporter Masanori Orihara and cameraman Teruo Fujimoto, experienced everything from sitting in classes to a tour of the Recreation Center.

Interpreter Genichiro Kinga, president of the Japanese Student Association at SUIC, and Takako Kozama, SUIC sophomore majoring in psychology who transferred from Nagai, accompanied the crew on the tour.

Orihara said SUIC did not surprise them much because of the information on SUIC available to them at Nagai.

Orihara said the one surprise was WSU's studio facilities.

"We were amazed by the Japanese Student Association facilities of the WSU studio," Orihara said.

Orihara said he also noticed that SUIC journalism is taught as a major, on experience while in Japan the universities emphasize theory as the main journalistic learning need.

The crew has been in Illinois covering Governor Kenezo's visit with Governor Thompson and Governor-elect Edgar. Fosako is the governor of Nagai province, Japan.

Prime Minister Thatcher accuses challenger of favoring opposition

By Brandi Ffppes
Staff Writer

A safety meeting pertaining to earthquake preparedness will be held for the general public in the Mississippi Room of the Student Center on Wednesday, Nov. 21, 1990 at 1:00 p.m.

Dr. David Stewart, Director of the Center for Earthquake Studies at Southeast Missouri State University, will be our special guest.

Wednesday, November 21, 1990

1:00 p.m.

Missouri Room in the Student Center

Sponsored by: SUIC Disaster Preparedness and Response Committee

Used Tire Blow-Out Sale! No tire higher than $10!

Tires priced at: $3, $5, $7, $10

Sizes: 12, 13, 14, 15

Before you travel home for Thanksgiving, make sure you have a good spare tire.

FARCO Auto Parts

New Era Road, 2 Miles N. of Travelodge

457-0421 Sale Ends Wednesday

Sousto Wellness Center

Need to "chill out" before or after tests? Do roommates, parents, and money problems have you tensed up? Join our relaxation specialist for an hour and a half packed full of the latest and most powerful stress busters.

Wednesday,

November 25, 1990 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Illinois Room

Student Center

For more information call the Wellness Center at 536-4441.
Stores report strong local turkey sales

By John Patterson
Staff Writer

The Carbondale area might be looking at a lot of leftovers with local roosters combining to sell over 65,000 pounds of America's favorite holiday bird, turkey, during the Thanksgiving season.

Of the five stores contacted, Country Fair reported selling the most turkey with an estimated 75,000 pounds, said Tim Loyd from the store's meat department. Loyd said they sell over 1,000 cases of turkey with the average turkey weighing between 10 and 20 pounds.

Herb Rowold, store manager for the Carbondale Kroger store located on Rt. 13 West, wouldn't venture a guess for total pounds of turkey sold, but did add Thanksgiving is the strongest selling turkey holiday.

"Turkey for Thanksgiving is traditional," Rowold said. "Hams and breast and Christmas but you think turkey for Thanksgiving."

Other store representatives agreed Thanksgiving was the number one holiday.

"It's a tremendous difference," said Dick Conley, owner and manager of Arnold's hlazays. "During the week of Thanksgiving we sell 400 turkeys, on a normal week we might sell 10."

National Super Markets assistant manager, Bob Hays, also confirmed the increased demand for turkeys.

"It definitely goes without saying that this is the busiest turkey selling time of the year," Boyd said.

Norton & Norton reported an estimated 15,000 pounds of turkey around the Thanksgiving holiday, he said.

While these stores have been busy selling tens of thousands of pounds of turkey, the Newman Center is getting ready for its annual Turkey Dinner. Off-line at the center are expected to be a bigger crowd this year because of the economy.

This is the first day of the four-year Thanksgiving feast, break has been made at 11:30 PM.

Deb Watson of the Newman Center's annual fundraiser reported that over 250 turkeys were donated by the Clinton County Knights of Columbus and TeleCommunications Inc., 7CI.

Fleeting reflections
Reflections from passers-by create a ghost image in the windows of the north end of the Student Center Monday.

Bush, Gorbachev take stands on gulf

Bush seeks support for military pressure, Gorbachev calls for 'patience' with Iraq

BUSH seeks support for military pressure, Gorbachev calls for 'patience' with Iraq would raise the figure to about 650,000.

Bush conferred privately late Monday at the U.S. Embassy in Paris with Gorbachev, who said he had new ideas to solve the crisis. He refused to publicly say what those ideas involve, however.

"We are working together, and it leads me to believe that a solution will be found," Gorbachev, seated with Bush, told reporters during a picture-taking session prior to a dinner meeting.

Gorbachev declined to answer when asked if he would back a U.N. resolution in support of possible military force. But he said, "I think you know we are not going to change our position."

Bush observed: "Nowadays, we must carry on such balanced policies that bring about one common position, even on the Iraq issue."

The three-day summit of the CSCE was called to sign treaties to dramatically cut weapon levels across a suddenly unified Europe and to celebrate a new spirit of cooperation between East and West.

But the Persian Gulf crisis cast a pall over the proceedings.

"Now we must build on this success here, and we should stand on it squarely, everywhere," Bush told the summit in a pointed reference Saddam's Aug. 2 takeover of Kuwait.

Bush is on an eight-day European-Middle East swing that will take him to the Persian Gulf where he will celebrate Thanksgiving Day with American troops.

The president received the backing earlier Monday of British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, who reaffirmed her position that Saddam must withdraw from Kuwait or the military option has to be used.

Gorbachev said, "We are prepared to show patience in the quest for a political solution but we will remain strong and determined in implementing the rules of the United Nations," which demands Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait.

Bush and Thatchers rejected as a propaganda ploy Saddam's offer to release all of the hostages from Dec. 25 in March 25, provided Iraq is not attacked.

Secretary of State James Baker has been capital-hopping for the past two weeks to round up support for a U.S. bid to the United Nations to approve the use of military force. He apparently achieved mixed success.

Arms race speeds up in Third World—report

WASHINGTON (UPI) — At a time when the superpowers are beginning to dramatize and cut back on their conventional and strategic forces, the arms race is moving to the Third World, a government report warns.

"World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers 1989," by the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, says that world military spending on arms is declining for the first time in a decade.

In 1988, the most recent figures available, world military spending fell by $36 billion, chiefly because the world's largest military spender, the Soviet Union, cut back its $300 billion defense budget by 4 percent.

But the financial crunch that caused that defense cut also led the Soviet Union to step up its arms exports, particularly to the Third World.

The Soviets Union remained the largest arms merchant in the world, selling $21 billion, or 44 percent of the total, to other countries. The United States was second, with $14 billion in arms exports in 1988.

Worldwide, the countries of the world spent just over $1 trillion for purchasing or manufacturing arms, according to the report published this week.

The report said that the competition to sell weapons in the Third World means that purchasers are diversifying their sources, making it less likely that any arms manufacturer, unless they are universal and leak-proof, will be effective.

Iraq and Iran, both rearming after their exhausting eight-year war, were the largest purchasers of arms in 1988.

In 1989, the whole of Iraq's purchases in 1988 and 1989 comprised of 10% of the total, to other countries. The United States was second, with $14 billion in arms exports in 1988.

The wholesale Iranian purchases in 1988 and 1989 meant that Iraq had built up a stoop-line of arms that will help it weather the current world embargo against sales.

Graduating Soon?
Do you need practical experience?
What are you doing now? Spring Break?
The Student Alumni Council Announces

...an "impressive attempt to expose students to the working world."

Juniors & Seniors in the following colleges are invited to participate in the 1991 Extern Program:

College of Agriculture
College of Business & Administration
College of Communications & Fine Arts
College of Engineering & Technology
College of Liberal Arts
College of Science

Application packets are available at the Student Alumni Council office, 2nd Floor Student Center, or at your Dean's Office.

Deadline: 11/30/90

For more Information Contact
453-2408

Steff Photo by Fred Hare

Briefs

Calendar of Events

STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL Center will meet at 7:30 tonight in the Interfaith Center, Room 105 at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Association will meet at 7:30 tonight in the Mainframe Room of the Student Center. For more information call Jim at 457-9995.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Association will meet at 7:30 tonight at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS Department of AMF at 4:30 tonight on the third floor of the Student Center.

Brief Policy — The deadline for Campus Briefs is the Wednesday before publication. The text must be typewritten, and must include: date, time, place and sponsor of the event and the name and phone number of the person submitting the item. Items should be delivered to the Daily Egyptian Newsroom Communications Building, Room 234F. A brief will be published once and only as space allows.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

Based on consecutive running dated 1.50 per line, per day
3 days at 1.25 per line, per day
5 days at 1.10 per line, per day
11 and 30 or more lines 85¢ per line, per day

Minimum Ad Size: 3 lines, 10 characters

Space Reservation Deadline: 2pm, 2 days prior to publication

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ADVERTISEMENTS

The Publisher will not assume any responsibility for returns of used goods or for the performance of any advertised transaction.

Advertisers are responsible for checking that agreements regarding rates and space fulfill the requirements of the laws of the states in which they are published.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY

Please Be Sure To Check Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On The First Day Of Publication

The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for more than one day's incorrect insertion. Advertisers are responsible for checking that agreements regarding rates and space fulfill the requirements of the laws of the states in which they are published.
Houses

1403 GREENWOOD ST. From $180
3 beds, 1 bath, furnishings.lease
242-5330.

2 BED HOUSE, 405 N. Brown Ave.
1 bed, 1 bath, pets ok, no smoking.
$350. 205-782-4516.

3 BED HOUSE, 405 N. Brown Ave.
2 beds, 1 bath, pets ok, no smoking.
$525. 205-782-4516.

MOBILE HOME

A GREAT DEAL! We have the lowest prices for the finest place to live. Come see what we have to offer. Call or stop by for more details. 1981 1940 Maine, 4th Ave. 205-782-5094.

2 BHK Duplex, 412-1/2 S. 18th St.
Very nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath duplex.
$550. 205-782-4844.

1 Bdrm House, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
2 bedroom, 1 bath, pets ok, unfurnished.
$275. 205-584-1529.

1 Bdrm House, 412-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 BDRM HOUSE, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

Mobile Home

1 BDRM HOUSE, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 Bdrm House, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 BDRM HOUSE, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 Bdrm House, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 BDRM HOUSE, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 BDRM HOUSE, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 BDRM HOUSE, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 Bdrm House, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 BDRM HOUSE, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.

1 Bdrm House, 418-1/2 S. 18th St.
1 bedroom, 1 bath, unfurnished.
$250. 205-584-1529.
Comics

Doonesbury

ATTENTION, CAMERAS! WE'VE GOT COMPANY!

YES, AT NOON HOURS—THAT'S 2:00 P.M. FOR YOU RESIDENTS—THIS BIBI CAM IS SOMEWHERE IN THE MID-EAST! WE'RE INVITED TO HOST THE "UN-C L HEBREWS!"

IF YOU SERVICE GUYS! N GALV_S JUST BOUNC'UP IN DREAM FORMATION IN FULL GEAR, THE FREI' HAS PROMISED TO DRAW AN EDGEBINS, OOPS, I MEAN, CHICHE WORDS! HA, HA!

THE DON!!! KILL US, MONKEYS! ARE YOU OKAY? NO, I'M NOT! I'M IN A BANANERTHICK WEEK.

It's always good for a laugh. Calvin and Hobbes

SHOE

by Jeff MacNelly

I need an extension on my term paper...

WHY? SMOKE?

Because I'm in the middle of a research in my uncle's library for something crucial to the completion of my project.

It is, miss, Pia! ...

RE-SEARCH FOR UNCLE COSENTINO'S TYPEWRITER ...

Ed Taylor uses his good looks to great advantage.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

I HATE TOWS! THAT'S NOT-- IT'S TOO MUCH WORK.

WHY SHOULD I BOTHER?

UNTIL YOU STRUGGLE AND SWEAT, YOU CAN'T DEFEAT \ / ANYTHING.

I CAN SEE WHY TIGER ATTWORMS DON'T CATCH ON.

Mother Goose and Grimm

by Mike Peters

MR. WATT. HE HAS BEEN CO. TO OUR XAMBLE, I FEEL DANGERS, IT'S A LONG TIME...

...AND HE BROUGHT HIS SPECIAL GOURMET HOLIDAY PIZZA TO SAVE...

IT COMES FOR DOG FOOD...

Walt Kelly's Pogo

by Doyle & Sternacky

It's the time for Pogo the Possum. Happy Thanksgiving!

Today's Puzzle

Today's puzzle answers are on page 14.

Holiday Gift Guide

Advertising Deadline:

Tuesday, Nov. 27

2:00 p.m.

CALL

536-3311

Daily Egyptian

549-3030

Eastgate Mall

We accept all competitors coupons. Opportunity for employment.

Show open 1-3 p.m.

Monday Madness

Get a Large Pizza For The
Price Of A Medium

Wild Wednesday

Get a Medium 1 Topping
Pizza For $4.99 Plus Tax

Wild Wednesday

Get a Medium 1 Topping
Pizza For $4.99 Plus Tax

Tuesday Treat

2 Medium 2 Toppings And
6 Cokes Only $10.99

Saturday Nite Special

Medium With Unlimited,
Toppings Only $7.99

Super Sunday

Medium 1 Topping & 2
Cokes Only $5.50

Friday Feast

Get a Large Cheese Pizza
For $5.99 Plus Tax

Additional Toppings $1.25 Each

Thursday Thrill

Get a Large Cheese Pizza
For $5.99 Plus Tax

Additional Toppings $1.25 Each
WOMEN'S PROFESSIONAL TENNISadopts a new look

NEW YORK (UPI) — The victory by Monika Seles in the final of the Virginia Slims Championships was historic in one more sense.

Not only did it mark the first since 1978 that women were required to play five sets but it also punctuated the dramatic rise in the quality of women's tennis.

Until around a year ago, women's tennis was more predictable, dominated for many years by Martina Navratilova and Chris Evert Lloyd, by Steffi Graf. And many of the early matches during tournaments were dull and uneventful.

For the first time since 1981, four different women won the Grand Slam events, and when the new year begins there will be several legitimate contenders to Graf's long reign as No. 1.

Seles is only 16, Jennifer Capriati, who climbed to No. 8 in the rankings in less than a year, is 14; Gabriela Sabatini is 20, Mary Joe Fernández is 19 and Arantxa Sánchez Vicario is 18. Another newcomer expected to challenge the top women is Anke Huber, a 15-year-old German.

"Women's tennis is at the top now," Seles said following her 6-4, 5-7, 3-6, 6-4, 6-2 victory over Sabatini Sunday. "There is no question, Jennifer is playing unbelievably and Steffi is playing great and Gabriela is playing great.

With Martina, myself, there are seven or eight players who are very close to each other and you never know who will win the tournaments. The level of tennis is just plain great.

"The women are hitting the ball very hard. Everybody has improved their serves and returns, and the players are hitting the ball much harder. They are attacking, coming to the net, and they are much more aggressive. A couple of years ago, you would watch women's tennis and the points were boring. They would just hit the loose. It is much more exciting now.

Even at the end of the 3-hour and 47-minute marathon, Seles and Sabatini were pounding, the ball hard, and neither felt any ill effects from their previous effort. They indicated it would be no hardship on women to play more five-set matches.

Seles' performance in the season-ending championship lifted her to No. 2 in the world rankings, while Graf's defeat to Sabatini in the semifinals left some question as to whether the German has the top spin. Graf has mellowed as No. 1 for a record 130 weeks.

"I think Steffi had a great average this year," Seles said. "I still have a lot of first round losses. Steffi always made it in the semis at least, which I didn't.

"But then again, if I look at the Grand Slams and the big championships, pros, I have the edge."

Sabatini agreed that Graf, who compiled a match record of 72-5, should remain on top.

"Probably for her experience I would say Steffi is a great player," Sabatini said. "She had ten years problems this year, but Monica, she is just starting. She is going to be a very tough player.

Graf, accepting a Jaguar valued at $60,000 Monday for earning the top spot in the Kraft General Foods Point Standings, said she is ready for a two-week break from tennis before preparing for her next event, the Australian Open in January.

MANLEY, from Page 16 —

fim's office in Northern Virginia where he has been working, when he received word from Wooff of the commissioner's ruling.

"I have been reinstated," was all a smiling Manley told a television reporter. He flashed the thumbs-up sign before going in his car and leaving.

Wooff said Manley "wants to wait to see if he's picked up on waivers before making any further comment."

The NFL statement said Tagliabue's decision on reinstatement is conditioned on several factors, including Manley's continued avoidance of further drug involvement and the player's participation in a structured support program.

"Manley must be enrolled in such a program before he may play in an NFL game on Dec. 9."

The Redskins said in their statement that they stood by Manley on their roster, citing a "full compliance of seven defensive linemen and another one on injured reserve."

The 38-year-old Manley then traded for defensive linemen Eric Williams and Tim Johnson and signed linebacker Gathers as a Plan B free agent.

Puzzle Answers

THE ANNUAL FACULTY MEETING

Tuesday, November 20
3:00 P.M.
Student Center Auditorium

LAWRENCE PETTIT
Chancellor

"A 4-Year Report and a Look Ahead"

***

* Bar and buffet following the meeting
**COLORADO ASCEBDS TO NO. 1**


The Buffaloes took advantage of Notre Dame's last-second loss to Penn State to become the sixth team this season to ascend to the top spot in balloting by the UPI Board of Coaches.

Colorado received 45 of 55 first-place votes cast by the 59-member Board of Coaches and finished with 804 of a possible 852 points, No. 2 Miami received two first-place votes and 700 points, while No. 3 Georgia Tech was at the top of four ballots and finished with 658 points.

Colorado's move to the top was a near-exact duplication of its ascension to No. 1 last year. In 1989, the Buffaloes completed their regular season before taking advantage of a Notre Dame loss to occupy the top spot.

"I feel extremely fortunate to be in this position," Colorado Coach Bill McCartney said. "A lot of things had to happen for us to be positioned here.

However, McCartney would like to see the similarities end in the Orange Bowl on New Year's Night, when the Buffaloes face Notre Dame in a rematch of last year's Orange Bowl won by the Fighting Irish.

"To be able to play Notre Dame is the maximum challenge," McCartney said. "They represent everything this is about college football. They recruit the best players and graduate them. They play the toughest schedule in the country. They are a tremendous credit to college football."

The Buffaloes, 10-1-1, routed Kansas State 64-3 on Saturday to become the first Big Eight team other than Nebraska or Oklahoma to reach back conference titles outright.

Miami, 7-2, which was unseated by the Orange Bowl and wound up making an agreement with the Cotton Bowl, took over the No. 2 position with a 42-12 victory over Boston College.

Georgia Tech, at 9-0-1, the only unbeaten team in Division I-A, improved two positions to third with a 42-7 drubbing of Wake Forest.

No. 4 Brigham Young, which received two first-place votes, remained unchanged despite a 45-22 victory over Utah. No. 5 Texas received the final first-place vote, improving one position to 13-10 triumph over Texas Christian.

No. 6 Nebraska moved up three despite an idle week heading into Friday's battle against Oklahoma and No. 7 Washington improved one place after clobbering Washington State 55-10.

Notre Dame fell seven spots to eighth on the heels of its 24-21 loss to Penn State, which was decided on Craig Fayak's 34-yard field goal with but four seconds remaining. In lossing, the Fighting Irish became the only team this season to fall out of first place twice.

No. 9 Florida State improved one place after its 35-3 victory over Memphis State, and Penn State jumped four places to 10th. No. 11 Iowa and No. 12 Tennessee each moved up one after wins, while No. 13 Clemson improved two places after beating rival South Carolina. No. 14 Virginia moved up six places after its 35-10 loss to Maryland.

No. 15 Michigan moved up one place after a victory, and No. 16 Southern Cal jumped three positions following its last-minute win over rival UCLA. Mississippi and Ohio State tied for 17th.

**COLORADO**

**NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS**

**NEW YORK JETS**

**Cleveland Browns**

**Indianapolis Colts**

**New York Giants**

**Miami Dolphins**

**Philadelphia Eagles**

**Washington Redskins**

**ORCHARD PARK, N.Y.** — Although he was off Thanksgiving Day, the Buffalo Bills have seen their share of turkeys during their 10 games of the season.

While the Bills go at great lengths to heap praise and give credit to the teams who have beaten them this year, none of their nine victories came against clubs with losing records.

The Bills have the "meat" portion of the schedule, games against Houston, Philadelphia, Indianapolis, the New York Giants, Miami and Washington, ahead of them. They play four of those last six games on the road.

"The teams we play are stronger by virtue of teams by the record they have," Bills Coach Marv Levy said, "and they're definitely stronger teams than the teams we've played so far.

The Bills have beaten the 1-9 New England Patriots and 4-7 New York Jets twice each, and another triumph came against the 2-8 Cleveland Browns.

"We've been playing a lot of teams that don't have winning records," running back Thurman Thomas said. "But now we're going to go against teams that do have a lot talent and winning records."

"I think with us playing as well as we've been, that's going to help us throughout this stretch run because we know what we have to do now.

The Bills insist they were not caught looking ahead in Sunday's game against the Patriots. Although they could not put the game away until Thomas ripped off an 80-yard touchdown run with 1:38 left for a 14-0 victory, "we can look ahead," right end Pete Metzelaars admitted.

"We've got Houston (next) on Monday night."

**Colorado Basketball**

Boy Scout Night

Tues., Nov. 20, 7:35 SIU Arena

**Saluki Basketball**

Boy Scout Night

Tues., Nov. 20, 7:35 SIU Arena

Salukis vs.

Russian Nationals

Sponsored by

**Saluki Basketball**

Boy Scout Night

Tues., Nov. 20, 7:35 SIU Arena

Salukis vs.

Russian Nationals

Sponsored by

**Saluki Basketball**

Boy Scout Night

Tues., Nov. 20, 7:35 SIU Arena

Salukis vs.

Russian Nationals

Sponsored by